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 All Hallows Eve Cutting instructions 

 

 

Cutting Instructions: 

Background fabric (1 2/3 Yards):   
 
Cut (2) strips 10”x width of fabric:  
Sub cut into:   
(4)  10” x 20” Blocks (Bookcase, brooms, 
ravens & All Hallows Eve block.)  
 
Cut (1) strip 20” x width of fabric: 
Sub cut into:  
(1)  20” x 20” (Haunted House block)  
(4)  10” x 10” (Hat blocks)  
 

The remaining fabric is for the 6” (finished 
size) pieced blocks on the border. 
 
Cut Shape Flex (interfacing) the size of each 
block. Center it on the wrong side of each 
block. Spray the Shape Flex with water. 
Cover with a pressing cloth (to avoid burning the fabric).Steam iron the Shape Flex to the back of the fabric, it will shrink 
when steamed. This is expected so, not to worry!!  Be careful not to burn the fabric. The layers should be sealed together 
as one! 
 
Cut a piece of fusible fleece for each block. 
Cut the fleece large enough to have a 3” border around the fabric block.  
Center the fabric block on the fleece. Cover with a pressing cloth. 
Note: I use adhesive spray in addition to the fusible side  
of the fleece for a better hold between the two layers! 
Iron/press fusible fleece to the back of each block.  
 
Marking the Block:  
On the front of each block, mark a center crosshair the full length and width of the fabric. 
Use a removable pen!  Please be accurate! 
 
 
 
 
Orange Halloween fabric (1 yard): 
Cut (2) strips 6 ½” x width of fabric (Outer borders) 
Cut (4) strips 3 1/3” x width of fabric (Inner borders) 
 
 
Other cutting instructions:  
Halloween print fat quarters: 
 
Piece (16) 6” finished blocks using any method you desire.   
Piece as many different blocks as you desire or repeat the same  
block using different fabrics. 
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